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Technical Session 1 B

Heavy Truck Safety

Chairman: William Leasure, United States

Braking Characteristics of 400 Heavy Trailer Combinations From Denmark,

 Finland, Norway, and Sweden

Lennart Strandberg,

Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute, VTI

Abstract

The braking characteristics have been studied on 100

heavy tractor/truck-trailer combinations in each of four

countries. To achieve results representative for the four

vehicle populations, police and vehicle inspection officers

selected the vehicles randomly from the normal traffic flow

on suitable roads.

Both the overall deceleration performance and the brake

force distribution were measured directly by driving and

dynometer tests. Also recorded were weight distributions,

brake and wheel size, push rod stroke, load sensing valve

amplitude, etc.

Results include plots as well as linear correlation and

regression coefficients of functions such as: load sensing

valve adjustments versus relative load; deceleration versus

control pressure; trailer versus truck deceleration perfor-

mance; deceleration measured on the road versus computa-

tions from dynometer data; brake force versus push rod

stroke. Comparisons are made between trailer types, load

weight classes, and between countries considering their dis-

tinct differences in legislative requirements.

Wheel lockup observations are related to simultaneous

deceleration and control pressure measurements. The devi-

ations between ideal and recorded influence from load sen-

sing devices are evaluated. No Antilock Brake System;

ABS, was found in this vehicle sample (data from 1986-

1987).

Foreword

Consultation of the participants in this project could not

be completed within the time schedule of the 12th ESV

Conference. Therefore, the statements and conclusions in

this paper should be considered the author's and do not

necessarily reflect the official views or policy of the vehicle

inspection authorities in the Nordic countries.

Background

Heavy vehicle braking and accident risks

In many countries regulations on braking systems are

much less demanding for heavy vehicles than for cars. Yet,

several studies have revealed that unsatisfactory

performance and faults in the air brake system are common

in heavy vehicles on the road. For instance, it has been

pointed at for the United States by Hargadine & Klein

(1984), Jones (1984), Radlinski (1987a&b), Clarke &

Leasure (1987).

In the first two ESV Conferences with a separate session

on Heavy Goods Vehicles (Oxford and Washington DC)

papers including brake system evaluations were also

presented by Cheynet & Beaussier (1987), Fancher (1985),

Fancher & Mathew (1987), Neilson (1987), and Rompe &

Heissing (1985).

Observations similar to the US ones mentioned have been

made in a number of unpublished investigations in the

Nordic countries, where Denmark, Finland, Norway, and

Sweden (but not Iceland) will be considered here. In another

five-year study of 179 heavy vehicle combinations involved

in accidents on Finnish roads, Kallberg (1987) stated that

**The brakes were sufficiently effective and the brake force

distribution between the lorry and the trailer was well

balanced only in '/7 of the trailer combinations involved in

the accidents."

In the light of a case-control study on American tractor-

trailer deficiencies by Jones & Stein (1987), it has been

discussed to compare data from Kallberg's accident (case)

vehicles with data from the Finnish (control) vehicle sample

described later in this paper. The purpose was to use case-

control methodology for assessment of relative risk

quantities associated with some braking characteristics,

which had been recorded in both studies. However, the two

studies on Finnish vehicles were neither contemporary nor

coordinated from the methodological standpoint, and many

sources of bias would make the results of such comparisons

dubious. Therefore, a pilot investigation is being made for

future case-control studies on these and other risk factors in

vehicles and drivers (Junghard & Strandberg, in

preparation).

Such statistical evaluations of safety problems should be

based on knowledge on decisive quantities from analyses of

individual traffic components. It is also necessary to have

experience from measurements with better experimental

control than when accidents determine time and place for

data recording. Knowledge on factors in articulated heavy

vehicles related to braking safety was reviewed by

Strandberg (1987). Experience from measurements of

braking related quantities will be exemplified later in this

paper.
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Braking properties of heavy trailer combina-

tions on the Nordic roads

Aims of this study

The main purpose of this investigation was to provide

quantitative estimates of major braking characteristics of

the heavy vehicle populations in the Nordic countries. Only

trailer combinations of the heaviest types with air brakes

were to be considered.

Another aim was to evaluate the correlation between real

braking performance on the road and the measurements

usually made during inspections. This correlation reflects

the validity and accuracy of the actual inspection

procedures.

It was also of interest to compare the results between

countries, since distinct international differences exist in

regulations and vehicle design.

Project history

This study has been initiated and supervised by the Nor-

dic Committee on Vehicle Techniques (Nordisk Bilteknisk

Kommitté, BK). The main investigation presented in this

paper was preceded by pilot measurements on some Nor-

wegian trailer combinations (Schildmann, 1986) to reveal

practical problems and to arrive at reasonable depth and

width for the main study.

During a meeting in August 1986 an ad hoc group ofNBK

representatives (called the Advisory Group below) agreed

upon some major issues in the project. General quantities

with close connection to the braking behaviour were listed,

and methods were outlined on how to evaluate these quan-

tities with acceptable accuracy and comparability. The

Road and Traffic Research Institute (VTT) and the author

were asked to develop measurement instructions and proto-

cols accordingly. Also computer processing, evaluation and

reporting should be carried out at the VTT with support from

the Advisory Group and their vehicle inspection associates.

The measurements on 100 trailer combinations (rigs) per

country were made by vehicle inspection officers between

August 1986 and February 1987. The license plate numbers

were used for retrieval of maximum axle loads etc from

vehicle registers. Protocol information on vehicle compo-

nents was also used by the Advisory Group for assessment

of various quantities, necessary for the computer

evaluation.

Intermediate results and computations revealed unex-

pected problems with data and the mentioned assessments.

For instance, it was found that the theoretical deceleration

was poorly correlated to driving test data (Karlsson &

Strandberg, 1987). A considerable calendar time was spent

on sorting out these problems, and on corrections of re-

corded data in (mail and phone) cooperation between the

VTT and the national members of the Advisory Group.

Though some isolated errors in the recorded data have

been discovered afterwards, input data were *frozen' in

October 1988. A summary report (Strandberg et al, 1989a)
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in Swedish was distributed in March 1989 to the Advisory

Group and to some Swedish brake experts for comments.

Since this paper is finished in May 1989, before all expected

comments have been received, the conclusions presented

here should be considered preliminary.

Differences between the Nordic countries exist in regula-

tions and vehicle design of relevance to air brake properties.

For instance, Automatic Load sensing Brakes (ALB) are

required only in Denmark and Norway. In Sweden very few

heavy goods vehicles are equipped with ALB. Manual pres-

sure Limiting Brake valves (MLBs, *clipping valves') are

much more common (on trailers) in Finland than in Den-

mark and Norway. MLBs are prohibited in Sweden.

When police or vehicle inspection officers check the de-

celeration capability of heavy vehicles on the road, the out-

of-service limit (driving prohibited) is said to be 4.0 m/s? in

Denmark and 2.9 m/s? (30% of g) in Sweden, while the

limits of approval are the same (4.4 m/s2).

However, some Swedish police and vehicle inspection

officers claim that a fully laden vehicle rejected in a road-

side inspection may pass the re-inspection in dynamometer

without any other measures than unloading. While roadside

inspections are made by people from the Road Safety Of-

fice, re-inspections are carried out at the stations of the

Swedish Motor Vehicle Inspection Company (SMVIC).

The brake testing at the SMVIC is based on dynamometer

measurements with unloaded vehicles and force extrapola-

tion to maximum control pressure. (The floors of many test

stations are not strong enough for fully laden vehicles, and

load simulation devices are not regularly used.) Since the

same procedure is used in the mandatory periodic inspec-

tions as well, it may have a substantial impact on the Swed-

ish heavy vehicle population.

On the other hand, the Swedish requirements on annual

inspection may contribute to better braking performance.

Periodic inspections are mandatory also in Finland, while

selective roadside inspections are said to be more common

in Denmark and Norway. Vehicle inspection routines and

approval limits in the Nordic countries, valid at about the

time of the measurements, were revised by Fosser (1987).

Differences in maximum permissible length (from 18 m

in Denmark and Norway to 22 m in Finland and 24 m in

Welght Category
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Figure 1. Number of tested rigs for different motor vehicle
types, weight categories and countries.



Sweden) contribute to Sweden's greater share of full trail-

ers. This may indirectly result in braking property devia-

tions between countries, because braking and stability char-

acteristics differ between trailer types, see Carlsen & Larsen

(1985) and Strandberg et al (1975).

It should be emphasized that time constraints for the

paper preparation work have been particularly inconvenient

in this context. Further consultations of the Committee

(NBK), the Advisory Group and air brake experts may

reveal nation-specific characteristics with greater relevance

to the results than those suggested in this paper.

Data

Sampling

In each country measurements were made on about 100

rigs. Police officers selected randomly one rig at a time.

Vehicle inspection officers carried out the tests and

measurements for about one hour, after which next rig was

stopped (in Finland and Sweden, where more rigs were

checked per day than in Denmark and Norway). The

measurements were spread out between August and

November 1986 in Norway, Finland, and Sweden and

between November 1986 and February 1987 in Denmark.

The selection took place at main roads, where the

distribution of rig types was assumed to be representative

for the country in question. (A more detailed description of

test sites and dates is given by Strandberg et al, 1989a&b).

The intention was to have a representative distribution of

loads as well, but data indicate an underrepresentation of

heavily loaded rigs in the Finnish and Swedish samples. See

figure 1.

The load bias may be due to a tendency to bypass or wait

for closing of roadside inspections among drivers with fully

laden or overloaded vehicles. In Finland and in Sweden the

measurement activities were assembled to longer periods

per day and were easily visible to drivers on the road. Since

the sampling point was the same during one or more days,

drivers could *warn' their colleagues over the

communication radio.

In Denmark, on the other hand, the measurements were

made far away from the sampling point, which often was

changed from one rig to another. Measurements in Norway

took place at permanent weighing stations with minor

bypass possibilities and with few signs of extraordinary

activities.

Unfortunately, it cannot be ruled out that the same source

of bias in the Finnish and Swedish samples has resulted in

underrepresentation of rigs with inferior brakes and other

technical deficiencies. Probably drivers expect to escape

from roadside inspections, if it is obvious that their rig is

unloaded. Therefore, inferior brakes may be

overrepresented in the Light Weight Category of the Finnish

and Swedish samples, without necessarily being so in the

populations.

Measurement and testing procedures

The measurement protocols include some information

which has not been used for distinguishing the results in this

paper, such as: testing team and individuals; sampling point

location; sampling time and date; driver age and nationality;

driver 's occupational relationship to owners (of motor vehi-

cle and trailer); owner nationalities; vehicle makes; dis-

tances between axles and coupling points; centre of gravity

height; load type and restraining; etc. A field was reserved

in the protocol for data on antilock system (ABS), if any, but

ABS was not observed in any vehicle.

The licence plate numbers were noted and used for re-

trieval of (unloaded and maximum) weights and other data

from the national vehicle registers. Photographs simplified

determination of the number of axles in each vehicle end

and of vehicle types: tractor + semitrailer; truck + full trailer

or cart (centre axle trailer). The photos could also be used

for checking of the notes on lifted axles. The road surface

condition (dry, wet, or snow/ice) was noted and recorded for

judgements of lockup observations versus Adhesion Utili-

zation assessments.

For computations of theoretical brake forces, data for

each wheel] or axle were noted on: weight (as measured with

scales); axle make; tyre size; brake drum diameter; brake

chamber diameter; brake chamber length; slack adjuster

effective (lever) length; push rod stroke; load proportioning

device (type, make, function, adjustment or pressure ratio);

comments and explanations on insufficiencies.

The brake drum temperature at each wheel was assessed

to one of three levels (cool, warm, hot) immediately before

the driving tests, when the rig was braked from 50 km/h to

standstill. From each driving test, mutually connecting data

have been recorded on: control pressure; deceleration;

wheel lockups. Driving tests were carried out with all

brakes activated at (at least) two control pressures, and with

only the trailer brakes at one or more control pressures. (In

Denmark most vehicle combinations were tested with at

least four pressures in both rig and trailer activation mode.)

For each rig in the Danish, Finnish, and Norwegian sam-

ple the brake force from each wheel was measured by dyna-

mometer at a few control gladhand pressures. In Denmark

and Norway the equipment make was HPA and in Finland

testers of type Bosch BPS 105 were used. Unfortunately, it

was not possible to use the dynamometers of the Swedish

Vehicle Inspection Company. Hence, dynamometer test

data are not available from the Swedish sample.

Computer processing

Computation of the theoretical brake forces and some

other quantities required completion of the measurement

(primary) protocols. Most of these completing data were

compiled in secondary protocols by the Advisory Group

and their associates at the national vehicle inspectorates.

After protocol arrival to the VTT, a major part of their

contents was recorded on computer media, sorted, printed

out, and returned to the Advisory Group for checking. Some
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first step evaluations and data reductions were also re-

turned, to simplify detection of errors in the input records.

The resulting corrections were followed by new computer

printouts and plots from the VTI and so on.

To assure compatibility between the various evaluations,

all input (protocol) data were *frozen' in October 1988. All

quantitative results and plots in this paper are based on those

frozen data.

At that freezing time, a number of data checking rounds

had been possible. Therefore, it may be expected that the

most obvious errors have been sorted out from Finnish,

Norwegian and Swedish data, since they all arrived before

August 1987 in their first protocol version. However, some

important data from Denmark were delivered in their first

version in June 1988. Then, time was insufficient for detec-

tion and correction of isolated recording errors, such as a

few maximum pressure data points in figure 3a, becoming

obvious after data freezing. In addition, automatic checks in

the computer programs have not been satisfactorily adapted

to the more ambitious measurement scheme in Denmark,

where each rig was tested on the road with four or more

control pressure levels. Hence, individual errors are more

likely to remain in Danish data.

Most of the computer processing has been carried out

with software from the SAS Institute (SAS, 1985) in a VAX-

based network (make Digital). The SAS package is well

suited for treatment of missing data, and standard pro-

cedures are available for evaluation of statistical parameters

and regression line plots.

Vehicle types, weight categories, and brake

force control equipment

To increase the possibilities to generalize the results,

some categories and constructive or normalizing quantities

were established from recorded data. The need of weight

and vehicle classification was reinforced by the suspicions

on bias, mentioned in the Sampling section above.

Three types of vehicle combinations have been distin-

guished according to their trailer design.

The u!! trailer is towed by a truck and the weight transfer

in the coupling point is negligible. The full trailer stands

alone, since it has at least one axle in each of its two *vehicle

ends', cf Equations (1) and (504). A *Full-Rig' has two

articulations determining its modes of skidding and jack-

knifing.

The Cart or centre-axle trailer carries its own weight in

static and cruising conditions, but a considerable dynamic

load transfer to the towing truck may occur during braking.

A (one-axled) cart cannot stand alone without the support-

ing strut often mounted at the drawbar. All axles of a cart are

in the same *vehicle end', which is the only one considered

in Equations (1) and (504). A *Cart-Rig' has one

articulation.

In some evaluations Full- and Cart-Rigs are put together

into one group, since both trailer types are towed by the

same type of motor vehicle, a Truck (as opposed to Tractor).
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The Semitrailer front rests upon the fifth wheel of the

towing tractor, and a substantial share of its load is trans-

ferred to the wheels of the tractor, both statically and dy-

namically. Most semitrailer fronts are supported by a re-

tractable stand when separated from the tractor. All axles of

a semitrailer are in the same *vehicle end', which is the only

one considered in Equations (1) and (504). A *Semi-Rig"

has one articulation.

No doubles (tractor + semitrailer + full trailer) were in-

cluded in the samples, though a few ones are registered in

Sweden with special permission to be driven at the same

speed as other heavy trailers (max 70 km/h). If it has no such

exemption, a double must not exceed 40 km/h in Sweden.

Since the size of the brakes normally have been designed

in accordance with the maximum permissible weight, a

weight ratio was determined for each vehicle and rig. The

Weight Ratio (WR) is defined as: Actual gross weight divid-

ed by Maximum gross weight. Three Weight Ratio intervals

constitute the so called Weight Categories (Small: WR ©

0.5, Medium: 0.5 £ WR © 0.8, Great: WR > 0.8).

The distributions of Weight Categories and Rig Types in

figure 1 differ distinctly between countries. For instance,

Norway had the greatest number of Heavy rigs (68) and

Sweden the least (32). As mentioned above, these differ-

ences may be explained by deviations in the sampling pro-

cedure. The influence from the length limit is illustrated by

the 23 Semi-Rigs in Sweden (24 m limit) as opposed to the

54 Semi-Rigs in Denmark (18 m).

The Weight Ratios of each axle and vehicle end exhibited

considerable variance and great deviations from unity

(Strandberg et al, 1989a). Therefore, many vehicles would

be caught by premature lockup or excessive braking dis-

tance in emergencies, unless they are equipped with devices

proportioning the brake forces to the load or to the instan-

taneous Adhesion Utilization.

With theoretically ideal load sensing and brake force

proportioning, all wheels will utilize the adhesion to the

same extent during braking. On a slippery road, that would

make the braking distance independent of load and load

distribution. In comparison to such an optimal rig, the stable

braking distance may be up to about three times longer for a

partially unloaded rig without brake force proportioning

(Strandberg, 1987). However, load sensing valves (Auto-

matic Load sensing Brakes, ALB) cannot prevent simul-

taneous lockup and skidding at all wheels, even if their

function is perfect. That requires an Antilock Brake System

(ABS) with closed loop brake force control.

The Manual pressure Limiting Brake valve (MLB) is a

less sophisticated device, also affecting the brake force dis-

tribution, but mainly at higher control pressures. By turning

the MLB handle from the fully laden position before going,

the driver may limit the control pressure downstreams the

valve. For instance, a typical valve with three adjustment

alternatives will limit the output pressure to 2.0 bar (* emp-

ty" handle position), to 4.0 bar ("half"), or not at all

("full").



Table 1 presents the distribution of axles on the propor-

tioning devices found in this investigation. Except of axles

where braking was affected by ALB- or MLB-devices, the

table lists axles that were lifted (table column ©Up'*') during

the tests, and axles without any proportioning device at all

(*0*). Even if Antilock Brake Systems (ABS) are more

common today (1989), no ABS equipment was observed in

these vehicle samples taken in the years of 1986 and 1987.

Table 1. Number of axles with different types of brake force
proportioning equipment, in different coutries and vehicle
positions.

ALB: Automatic Load sensing Brakes, MLB: Manual pressure Limiting Brake valve,
Up: lifted axle, 0: no proportioning (no pressure reduction).

 

       

Country: Denmark Finland Norway Sweden
Equipment: ALB MLB 0 Tot|ALB MLB Up 0 Tot|ALB MLB 0 Tot|ALB Up 0 Tot
Vehicle positioneee
Motor Veh. front 1 -100 101] 43 - - 68 111 - - 99 99 1 - 102 103
Truck rear 84 - 1 85] 46 - 22 79 147] 135 - 6 141 2 23 119 144
Tractor rear 70 - - 70| 18 - 5 21 44] 35 1 6 42 4 1 28 33
\Semitrailer 142 2 - 144 6 39 - 14 59| 45 5 4 54] 29 2 25 56
Cart 31 2 - 33 e000 8 & & o= 7 20 - 9 eo- 20 2
Full trailer front 27 3 - 30 9 59 - 6 74] 62 3 2 67 6 _- 93 99
Full trailer rear 37 4 .- 41] 15 101 - 14 130] 93 3 3 99 8 - 123 131

Total number 392 11 101 504 137 199 27 202 564 377 14 120 511 50 26 492 568

Axle loads and adjustments of load sensing

devices, ALB

When an individual axle is unloaded more than others, its

brake force must be reduced in the same proportion to avoid

premature lockup. Otherwise, the non-skidding braking dis-

tance may be much longer upon unloading.

In many vehicles the force reduction is achieved with

Automatic Load sensing Brakes (ALB). In a metal spring

suspension the load sensing is based on distance variations

between the axle and the chassis. A mechanical linkage

from the axle affects the pressure differential of a pneumatic

valve, which is mounted on the frame and connected to the

air brake system upstreams of the brake chambers. Air sus-

pended axles need no mechanical linkage, since the load can

be sensed from the pressure in the air bellows.

If it works as intended, the load sensor will reduce their

air pressure to the brake chambers, when the load is less than

maximum. The ratio between output and input pressure of

the ALB valve should then be equal to the Weight Ratio (WR

= k,), that is actual weight divided by maximum weight

(mass my or force Qy). To avoid complete loss of brake

force upon adjustment errors, normal ALB valves cannot

reduce the pressure ratio below a certain limit (e.g. 0.4).

In some cases the pressure ratio has been measured di-

rectly, but mostly (except of air suspended axles) this so

called ALB-factor (ka;3: ALB valve output pressure divid-

ed by input pressure) was determined from the adjustment

(angle amplitude) of the valve lever, which is mechanically

linked to the axle. In figure 2 the recorded protocol values of

the ALB-factor have been plotted versus the Weight Ratio

of ALB-controlled axles at the rear end of tractors (a) and at

semitrailers (b). Numerous and substantial deviations from

ideal adjustment appear, as well as a great number of over-

loadings (Weight Ratio above unity, kg > 1).
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Figure 2. ALB-factor plotted versus Weight Ratio (actual

weight divided by maximum weight) for: (a) 125 tractor rear

axles; (b) 210 semitrailer axles.

When dividing the Weight Ratio (k)) with the ALB-

factor (k;g) one obtains a quantity, which here has been

called Brake Demand (BD = ko/karg). This quantity was

defined to simplify a standardized description of the statisti-

cal relationship between the actual variables (figure 2). The

ALB-factor was selected denominator due to the obvious

skewness of its distribution. By putting the (more Normal

distributed) Weight Ratio in the nominator, it is assumed

that the distribution of the Brake Demand quotient may be

considered approximately Normal.

The denomination Brake Demand refers to the require-

ments on the mechanical brake. If the ALB-factor is equal to

unity (ka;s = 1.0), a certain deceleration requires the brake

to restrain the wheel with a force proportional to its load or

Weight Ratio (k). If the output pressure from the ALB-

valve decreases (ka; < 1.0), the mechanical brake must

perform better to deliver the same force. Hence, the brake

demand increases.

Even if the Brake Demand distribution is approximately

Normal, it is also necessary that its observed values are

independent. Otherwise, conventional statistical methods

and parameters may be comparatively useless for inter-

pretations. Unfortunately, ALB-factors from the same vehi-

cle end cannot be considered statistically independent in
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general, since one ALB-sensor often controls the brake

chamber pressure at several axles. A correlation and depend-

ency probably exists also between the Weight Ratios of

bogie axles. Therefore, mutual values ofk and k,;p were

determined for (all axles in) each end of the vehicles. If

more than one ALB-sensor controlled the axles in one vehi-

cle end, the individual ALB-factors contributed to the mutu-

al one (kappeng) in pTOportion to the maximum weights

(m):

(1) KaLB,ena - $; [kat : Qmaxtril

$i [QM,AXLEi]

where $; [...] denotes summation over all axles (index i) of

the vehicle end. The forces Q may be substituted by the

corresponding masses My.

Table 2 shows the Brake Demand statistics evaluated

according to the principles above. No distinct and general

differences between the various types of vehicle ends have

been found. The small deviations from unity of the means

may give the impression that ALB adjustments are accurate

in most cases. However, the great standard deviations (as

well as the minima and maxima) illustrate that a consider-

able number of ALB devices are severely maladjusted.

Driving tests

Testing methods and measurements

Practical procedures

In the driving tests the rig was driven by a vehicle inspec-

tion officer. The ordinary service brake system was used to

decelerate the rig at a constant control gladhand pressure.

The tests were carried out from about 50 km/h to standstill

on a smooth and level road. Engine braking was eliminated

by depressing the clutch pedal or by shifting to neutral gear.

The decleration and the control gladhand pressure were

recorded as functions of time by an instrument of make

MotoMeter. (In Sweden no MotoMeter sensor was available

for the control pressure, which therefore was noted from a

large pointer gauge by an observer in the passenger seat.)

The ** measured" or recorded" deceleration refers to the

average value over a time interval with constant pressure, as

judged by the testing team (or later by the national members

of the Advisory Group) from MotoMeter recordings.

Another observer in a following car noted if (and at which

wheels in Sweden) lockups became visible. However, the

lockup detection probability should be considered less at the

front wheels to the right, since the car was driven more on

the left hand side behind the rig. The Danish notes distin-

guish between trailer and motor vehicle lockups, but not

between axles or wheels within a vehicle.

Each rig was tested at least twice with substantially dif-

ferent control pressures applied by the foot to all wheel

brakes in the rig (*Rig Braking"'). In at least one other

(**Trailer Braking"') test, the brakes were activated at the

trailer only, with special hand-controlled equipment tempo-
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Table 2. Brake Demand (Weight Ratio / ALB-factor) due to load

sensing devices, ALB, in different vehicle positions.

 
Brake Demand = k, / k,;p

 

NATION No.of Mean Standard Std. Min Max

Vehicle pos rigs value deviation error value value

DENMARK

Mtr Veh front 1 0.57 = - 0.57 0.57

Truck rear 46 1.09 0.27 0.04 0.39 1.89

Tractor rear 53 1.12 0.72 0.10 0.42 5.74

Semitrailer 53 0.90 0.32 0.04 0.39 1.93

Cart 16 0.99 0.22 0.06 0.51 1.37

Full tr front 26 1.24 0.58 0.11 0.53 3.88

Full tr rear 26 1.13 0.45 0.09 0.32 2.29

 

 

 

 

FINLAND

Mtr Veh front 37 1.03 0.24 0.04 0.63 1.64

Truck rear 28 0.95 0.27 0.05 0.32 1.50

Tractor rear 13 0.94 0.90 0.25 0.34 3.80

Semitrailer 2 1.01 0.04 0.02 0.98 1.04

Cart = = =- - = A

Full tr front 8 0.77 0.38 0.14 0.27 1.26

Full tr rear 8 0.67 0.32 0.11 0.26 1.04

NORWAY

Mtr Veh front = - = = = =

Truck rear 68 1.08 0.35 0.04 0.72 3.33

Tractor rear 22 0.99 0.40 0.08 0.63 2.52

Semitrailer 19 0.97 0.19 0.04 0.62 1.34

Cart 5 1.20 0.67 0.30 0.71 2.35

Full tr front 58 1.04 0.36 0.05 0.39 2.42

Full tr rear 57 0.97 0.31 0.04 0.46 1.80

WEDEN

Mtr Veh front 1 0.93 = = 0.93 0.93

Truck rear 2 0.85 0.11 0.08 0.77 0.93

Tractor rear 2 0.91 0.08 0.06 0.85 0.96

Semitrailer 9 0.80 0.39 0.13 0.32 1.38

Cart - = = = - =

Full tr front 5 0.87 0.33 0.15 0.47 1.20

Full tr rear 5 0.74 0.30 0.14 0.41 1.12

ALL NATIONS

Mtr Veh front 39 1.01 0.24 0.04 0.57 1.64

Truck rear 144 1.05 0.31 0.03 0.32 3.33

Tractor rear 90 1.06 0.67 0.07 0.34 5.74

Semitrailer 83 0.91 0.30 0.03 0.32 1.93

Cart 21 1.04 0.36 0.08 0.51 2.35

Full tr front 97 1.06 0.45 0.04 0.27 3.55

Full tr rear 96 0.98 0.37 0.04 0.26 2.29

 

rarily connected to the gladhand.

Load fastening, brake drum temperature, etc. were check-

ed and noted in the protocols before the driving tests. In the

Finnish, Norwegian, and Swedish tests, all axles were kept

in the same position (lifted or with road contact) as when the

rig was stopped. In Denmark lifted axles were lowered

before the driving and dynamometer tests took place.

Selection of control pressure level

The Advisory Group had agreed upon mutual principles

for selection of control pressure levels in the driving tests.

One purpose was to achieve comparability between coun-

tries and vehicle categories. Objective principles would

simplify interpretation of the results, since some of the

results were to be based on linear inter- or extrapolation of



the recorded decelerations to other pressures than observed

in the individual test. Judgements of lockup tendencies are

also sensitive to deviations in control pressure levels.

If lockup occured at 3 bar, the second Rig Braking test

should be carried out with about 1.5 bar. Otherwise, 4.5 bar

was aimed at in the second test. Regular tests with max-

imum pressure (6 bar) could not be agreed upon, due to the

risks of property damage, etc. The Advisory Group consid-

ered it too time-consuming to carry out more than two Rig

Braking tests. Nevertheless, the Danish tests comprised

about four pressure levels (often including 6 bar and above)

for both the Rig and the Trailer Braking tests.

While it has been possible to follow these pressure selec-

tion principles for most of the rigs in Norway and Sweden,

Finland's pressure levels deviate more frequently. Unfor-

tunately, the pressures seem to be load biased, since the

mean value of the greatest test pressure (for non-locking

rigs) differs significantly between the three Finnish Weight

Categories. These mean values are 2.95 bar in the Light,

3.84 bar in the Medium, and 4.37 bar in the Heavy Weight

Category (standard errors, 0.10, 0.17, and 0.09 bar respec-

tively). Maybe the Finnish test drivers had to be more con-

siderate of tyre damage, but the bias must be kept in mind

when certain results from Finland are interpreted or com-

pared to those of the other countries.
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Figure 3. Recorded deceleration versus control gladhand

pressure in driving tests with Rig Braking (both motor vehicie

and trailer brakes activated): (a) 100 Danish rigs; (b) 100 Finn-

ish rigs.

Recorded decelerations and control pressures

Nonlinearities in the plots of primary data on deceleration

versus control pressure (figure 3 and figure 4) illustrate the

problems connected with linear extrapolation to other pres-

sures far from the measured ones. The problems are aggra-

vated by the non-random variation of the pressure selection

in the driving tests. See section above. Therefore, one

should be restrictive with conclusions, when the evaluation

is based on quantities, computed for other pressures than the

measured ones.
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Figure 4. Recorded deceleration versus control gladhand

pressure in driving tests with Rig Braking (both motor vehicle

and trailer brakes activated): (a) 97 Norwegian rigs; (b) 100

Swedish rigs.

The Pressure Threshold for Deceleration (PTD) is such a

quantity, which was computed by linear extrapolation. In

the plots of figure 3 and figure 4 the computation corre-

sponds to drawing a straight line through the points for the

greatest and the smallest control pressure. This line inter-

sects the pressure axis at the PTD. (For Denmark extrapola-

tion was made from the third and the first test, which mostly

were carried out with control pressures close to 4.5 and 1.5

bar respectively.) The offset from the origin of the line

mentioned was quantified in this way to simplify compari-

sons with well-known values on the braking threshold pres-

sure, PTB, see (c) below.
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Driving test data gave PTD averages of Denmark (0.2

bar) and Finland (0.6 bar), deviating significantly from

those of Norway (-0.8 bar) and Sweden (-1.2 bar). These

differences seem too great to be caused only by nationally

specific characteristics in the vehicle populations. It may be

more reasonable to explain them mainly with unintentional

(method) variations in the selection of control pressures-

combined with the application of linear extrapolation to

data from a system with physical nonlinearities.

Several factors contribute to nonlinearities and to origin

offsets for the deceleration-pressure function from driving

tests:

(a) Though engine braking was eliminated by neu-

tral gear or clutch depressing in the driving tests,

aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance decelerate the

vehicle even at zero control pressure. Such *parasitic

drag' (Radlinski, 1987a) decreases the PTD value ac-

cording to the definition above.

(b) Various pneumatic components may cause pres-

sure differentials between the brake chambers and the

sensor at the gladhand. These nonlinearities may affect

the PTD in both directions and in several steps.

(c) Hysteresis in the braking system is responsible

for the pressure threshold for braking (PTB), i.e. ** . . .

the gladhand (reference) pressure level at which brak-

ing starts to occur at each brake . . ." SAFE J1505

(1985). Even if the PTBs may vary between the brakes

in a combination, they contribute to a greater PTD.

Therefore, one should not expect results to be compara-

ble, if they are linear extrapolations from different pressure

intervals. In this study, some pressure depending evalua-

tions and comparisons were abondoned, when too much

data had to be based on such computational operations,

moving away far from the real measurements.

Deceleration at maximum weight

Only a third of the vehicle combinations were heavily

loaded (gross combination weight greater than 80% of max-

imum weight) in the Finnish and Swedish samples, while

Denmark and Norway had about two thirds in that Weight

Category (**Great'"'). This lack of fully laden vehicles was

not considered representative for Finland and Sweden.

Hence, it was of interest to assess the Deceleration at Max-

imum Weight (DMW) also for combinations in the

**"Medium" and **Small" Weight Categories.

Such an assessment (transformation to maximum weight)

seems quite straightforward, if no load proportioning device

exists in the braking system, and if no wheel lockup occured

in the driving tests. Then, the braking force is assumed to be

independent of weight, and the DMW values below were

computed by multiplying the measured deceleration with

the Weight Ratio (WR = Actual gross weight divided by

Maximum gross weight).

Lack of a mutual control pressure made Finnish data less

suitable for this analysis, since DMW comparisons must be

made at a mutual (reference) pressure, where pressure ex-
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trapolation should be avoided, see section above. These

demands were fulfilled by the other countries, but only the

Swedish sample included a considerable number of combi-

nations (84) without load proportioning devices. Their

DMW values are presented in Table 3 for two pressures: 3.0

bar (directly measured or interpolated data) and 6.0 bar

(extrapolated data).

To check the so called *glazing effect" (observed by

Karlsson & Strandberg, 1987) the DMW values were sepa-

rated into three Weight Ratio intervals, referred to as the

Weight Categories (Small: WR © 0.5, Medium: 0.5 © WR ©

0.8, Great: WR > 0.8). The results confirm that braking

forces (and DMW) increase with increasing Weight Ratio.

This may be due to better conditioning or less glazing ten-

dencies on the brake linings in a laden rig, where normal

braking frequently requires greater power. However, the

effect may be a pure sampling error only, if drivers are well

aware of insufficiencies in the deceleration capability. See

the last paragraph of the Data Sampling section above.

If it really exists, the magnitude of the glazing effect is

considerable: about 20% greater braking force when *fully

laden power" is utilized. Therefore, load proportioning de-

vices (ALB) may reduce the braking force more than intend-

ed, when individual axles have been unloaded in a multi-

axle rig. As long as the glazing effect remains after loading

(this study does not reveal how long), it will also deteriorate

the deceleration capability for fully laden vehicles, whether

they have ALB or not.

For simplicity, the DMW values in table 3 have not been

adjusted (increased) for braking force saturation due to

lockup in the driving tests. Still, the rigs with lockup exhibit

greater DMW values. (Therefore, the braking force satura-

tion from lockups has been disregarded in some of the

following evaluations.) This result indicates that absence of

lockup in a rig (at a pressure where other rigs lockup some

wheels) may be due to inferior brake power at all wheels,

and not necessarily a proof of superior brake force

distribution.

Deceleration limitation due to lockups

Lockup observations and control pressures

Though all their rigs were tested with a control pressure

of 3 bar or more, no lockups were observed in Norway,

while the Swedish teams found lockups in 69 Rig Braking

tests (figure 5Sb). However, the Heavy Weight Category

covers a much greater share of the Rig Brakings in Norway

than in Sweden, where the number of tests were similar for

all three Weight Categories (figure 5a).

The number of tests with rigs in the Light category was

slightly greater in Finland than in Sweden. Yet, only eight

lockup tests have been reported from Finland. Light rigs

contributed 4 of the 8 lockups in Finland as compared to 38

of the total 69 in Sweden. The absence of lockups in Finland

may be a pure effect of bias in the selection of control

pressure level, see the corresponding section above and

compare the pressure values in figure 6 and figure 7.



Therefore, statistical analysis of lockups seems meaning-

ful only in the Danish and Swedish samples.

In Denmark, the Weight Category distribution of lockups

resembles the distribution of test numbers. In Sweden, the

Light rigs are overrepresented in lockups. This difference

may be explained by the frequencies of load sensing de-

vices, ALB (table 1). However, inter-national differences in

criteria for testing pressure selection confuse the picture.

Therefore, lockups will be judged together with decelera-

tions in the following section.

Table 3. Assessments of Deceleration at Maximum Weight
(DMW). Swedish rigs without load sensing devices, ALB, divid-
ed into Weight Categories and lockup observation recordings.
DMW interpolated to 3.0 bar and extrapolated to 6.0 bar.
 

-------Deceleration (m/s2)e

  

Weight Lock- No.of At 3.0 bar No.of At 6.0 bar

Category up? rigs Mean Std.Error rigs Mean Std.Error

Heavy No 28 2.40 0.08 24 4.20 0.20

Heavy Yes 0 =- = 4 5.11 0.48

Heavy Sum 28 2.40 0.08 28 4.33 0.19

Medium No 21 2.14 0.09 12 3.41 0.12

Medium Yes 8 2.54 0.11 17 4.16 0.28

Medium Sum 29 2.25 0.08 29 3.85 0.18

Light No 10 1.95 0.17 4 3.23 0.42

Light Yes 17 2.03 0.08 23 3.34 0.19

Light Sum 27 2.00 0.08 27 3.32 0.17
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Deceleration quantities and results
In an emergency it is assumed that the driver tries to

depress the brake pedal as hard as possible without any
lockup. Then the three levels (A, B, C) in figure 8 may be
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Figure 6. Recorded deceleration in Rig Braking tests plotted

versus control pressure. Finnish rigs in the Light Weight Cate-

gory: (a) 21 without any load sensing device, ALB; (b) 19 rigs

with ALB on at least one axle. Asterisk at both (all) data points

of a rig, even if lockup occurred in only one of the tests.

 

 

 

Control Pressure (bar)
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Figure 7. Recorded deceleration in Rig Braking tests plotted

versus control pressure. 30 Swedish rigs (3 with some load

sensing device and 27 without ALB) in the Light Weight Catego-

ry. Asterisk at both (all) data points of a rig, even if lockup

occurred in only one of the tests.

considered approximate indicators on the maximum de-

celeration for the average rig in the driving tests.

The three levels in figure 8 represent deceleration mean

values at actual weight:

(A) computed at 6 bar control pressure (by inter- or

extrapolation from the smallest and greatest pressure

recorded in the driving test) only for rigs with no lock-

ups recorded,;

(B) measured at the smallest pressure with lockups
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Maximum deceleration (m/s2) at actual weight

based on observed lockups in Rig Braking driving tests.

Mean values and 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 8. Decelerations from Rig Braking driving tests. Average values over various numbers of rigs and 95% confidence limits.

(A) Left hand columns (sparse) represent inter- or extrapolated values for non-locking rigs.

(B) Centre columns (dark dashes) represent directly recorded deceleration at the rig's smallest pressure with lockup.

(C) Right hand columns (light dashes) represent directly recorded deceleration at the greatest pressure without lockup.

Only rigs where lockup was observed at a greater pressure.

for rigs with recorded lockups in at least one test; the Finnish sample, where two-thirds of the nonlocking rigs

(C) measured at the greatest pressure without lock- were tested only below 4.5 bar, cf figure 3b and figure 6. The

ups for rigs with at least one test ofeach (no lockup and comparability with other countries is limited also because of

lockup) recorded; the manually controlled valves (MLB) for brake force pro-

In Sweden 15 rigs had lockups in both (all two) tests. portioning, that are much more common in Finland than in

They are included in group B but not in group C. Every other Denmark and Norway. (MLB are prohibited in Sweden.)

rig with lockups has contributed to both values (B and C). See table 1.

Behind the values A are only rigs where no lockup has been Most of the nonlocking Danish rigs were tested close to 6

recorded. Hence, the groups A and B are mutually bar. Therefore, the Danish values in figure 8 should quite

exclusive. well reflect the real limitations of deceleration capability

The levels B and C may be considered bounds for the and their division between insufficient braking power and

deceleration when the average rig first locks up. Decelera- premature lockup.

tion without lockup is possible at least up to the (lower) For instance, the average Danish rig with Medium Weight

level C, and at level B lockup has occurred at one or more Ratio (category DK Med. in figure 8) and with lockup

wheels. observations recorded (columns B and C) had its nonlock-

A rig which did not lockup at any of the pressures in the ing deceleration limit somewhere between 3.5 and 4.2 m/s?

driving tests had its deceleration data transformed to 6 bar respectively. These deceleration values are both covered by

by polation (level A in figure 8). However, such a rig may the (95%) confidence interval (3.4-4.8 m/s?) for the 6 bar

still lockup well below 6 bar in reality. Its contribution to deceleration of the nonlocking rigs (mean value 4.1 m/s2,

figure 8 should then have been moved from group A to column A). The confidence intervals overlap similarly in

group B and C. If the greatest test pressure had been above the Heavy Weight Category. (However, these confidence

4.5 bar (normally the upper testing limit in Norway and limits should be considered approximate, since they are

Sweden), the number of rigs might have been smaller in based on the symmetric Student 's t-distribution, though one

group A, and the levels B & C higher. should expect some skewness caused by vicinity to the

This type of mismatch is probably most pronounced for physical maximum.)
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The advantage of well adjusted ALB-devices in unladen

or lightly loaded vehicles is indicated by the three *DK

Light" columns in figure 8. Even if not statistically signifi-

cant, the tendency of superior deceleration is clear for the

non-locking rigs (left column A).

Discussion on deceleration and lockups

For the actual road friction levels, these results indicate

that wheel lockups have no major influence on the decelera-

tion capability of the Heavy and Medium Weight Catego-

ries, at least not in the Danish driving tests. However, this

absence of lockups seems to be caused by insufficient brak-

ing forces more than by efficient brake force distribution,

since the lockup influence (and the differences between

column A and the other two columns in figure 8) is more

pronounced for the Light category.

It appears unlikely from the results that the lower de-

celeration limit (4.4 m/s?) for approval in Denmark can be

achieved by the average laden rig, without greater decelera-

tion capability (than what is prescribed by the ECE *corri-

dor"' for vehicles without antilock brakes). The same prob-

lem exists in Norway, where the 67 Heavy rigs had

significantly smaller mean deceleration than the corre-

sponding 28 (nonlocking) rigs in Sweden. Such compari-

sons between Norway and Sweden are more justified than

between others, due to the similarities in the pressure

interval.

Manual pressure Limiting Brake valves (MLBs) have not

even a theoretical influence at the low control pressure

where lockup occurs on icy roads. In Finland where MLBs

are frequent, no favourable effect on the deceleration capa-

bility was found on non-icy roads either. Though no de-

celeration reduction for MLB was made when extrapolating

to 6 bar for the nonlocking rigs, their average deceleration is

not significantly above the other countries' (disregarding

the Light Weight Category, where Finland's value became

unreasonably high-due to extrapolation from too small

pressures). See the left column A in figure 8.

Many of the result differences between countries may be

explained by the testing procedure. However, some differ-

ences seem to be related to real divergence in legislation,

vehicle design and inspection routines. Whether causal or

not, such a relationship has been revealed for trhe signifi-

cant result differences between Norway and Sweden

(Heavy and Medium Weight Categories in figure 8): In

Sweden no upper limits of the braking force (such as in the

ECE corridor adopted by Norway and Denmark) have been

effective since the early 70's. Therefore, load proportioning

devices are comparatively uncommon in Sweden, while

they are connected to the brakes on a great majority of axles

in Norway (and Denmark). See table 1.

In theory, ideal load sensing valves (ALB) will prevent

premature lockup and optimize the brake force distribution

to the actual axle loads. Adhesion Utilization will be the

same at all axles, independent of their loads. As illustrated

by Strandberg (1987), a specimen full trailer combination

without ALB may increase its non-skidding braking dis-

tance three times upon partial unloading.

In practice however, the results above indicate that ALB

deteriorate the deceleration capability, at least on non-

slippery surfaces. This effect was further investigated as

presented below, due to today's increasing possibilities to

improve lockup and skid protection by substituting the

open-loop ALB-devices with Antilock Brake Systems

(ABS) and other closed-loop control equipment. However,

the requirements on ABS control performance should be

carefully specified, if efficient and stable braking is de-

manded also under slippery winter conditions, see Nord-

strom (1987).

Influence from automatic load sensing brakes

(ALB)

Influence on deceleration at maximum weight

(DMW)

To minimize the deviations from measured and recorded

(primary) data by polations of pressure and weight, the

DMW has been computed at 3.0 bar and only for rigs in the

Heavy Weight Category. If no test was made at 3.0 bar,

linear (extra- or) interpolation has been carried out from the

smallest and the greatest testing pressure (from the near-

most pressures for Danish data).

To make the judgement of ALB conservative, the DMW

was overestimated for ALB-rigs and underestimated for

rigs without ALB:

(a) To assess the DMW, the recorded deceleration

has been multiplied with the Weight Ratio for non-

ALB rigs and for ALB-rigs with WR > 1.0. For other

ALB-rigs (with WR < 1.0) DMW has been set equal to

the recorded deceleration. (Here the recorded de-

celeration refers to the value polated to 3.0 bar.) This

corresponds to ideal ALB-function irrespective of the

measured ALB-adjustments.

(b) A vehicle combination has been considered an

ALB-rig even if only one axle was ALB-controlled.

However, these assumptions are particularly favourable

for ALB in Finland, where many rigs have ALB on the

Table 4. Assessments of Deceleration at Maximum gross
Weight (DMW) and at 3.0 bar for rigs in the Heavy Weight Cate-
gory with and without Automatic Load sensing Brakes (ALB)
 

     

ALB No. - DECELERATION at Maximum Weight, DMW [m/SQ) =-

in of Mean Standard 95% Confidence Limit

COUNTRY rig? rigs value Error Lower Upper

Denmark Yes 62 2.034 0.068 1.897 2.171

Finland Yes 20 1.528 0.077

Norway Yes 66 1.698 0.074 1.549 1.847

Sweden Yes 4 2.360 0.193

Total Yes 152 1.830 0 . 047

Denmark No 0 s i

Finland No 17 1.396 0.072 1.243 1.549

Norway No % 1.872 se

Sweden No 28 2.396 0.082 2.228 2.564

Total No 46 2.015 0.091
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motor vehicle but not on the trailer. It is worth noting that 20

out of 37 Heavy Finnish rigs had ALB (table 4), while less

than a fourth of the axles were ALB-controlled (table 1). In

Sweden were only four of the 32 Heavy rigs equipped with

ALB.

The average DMW values deviate significantly from

each other in all paired comparisons between the four most

pure groups, according to the confidence limits in Table 4.

The minor ALB superiority in Finland is not significant and

may well be a pure coincidence or an effect of the assump-

tion (b) above, favouring rigs with ALB at one or a few axles

only. Still, a one-sided t-test (5% level) indicated that the

DMW of the average ALB-rig (1.830 m/s?) is significantly

less than the DMIW of the rigs without ALB (2.015 m/s?2).

It has been claimed by a manufacturer representative that

Norwegian legislation requires ALB valves to be mounted

downstreams the brake relay valves, that is in the feed line

instead of in the control line. Therefore, ALB orifices may

restrain the air flow more in Norway than in other countries,

particularly when one ALB valve controls several brake

chambers. This design difference may contribute to the

inferiority of the average Norwegian ALB-rig in table 4

when its deceleration capability (DMW) is compared to the

Danish one.

Influence on deceleration at lockup (DLU)

It is obvious that ALB reduces the deceleration on non-

slippery roads. However this drawback may be less impor-

tant for safety than the (intended) improvements due to

decreasing lockup tendencies. The latter effect will be quan-

tified below by going back to (the columns B and C to the

right in) figure 8.

In spite of the widespread use of ALB in Denmark as

compared to Sweden (and in spite of the greater control

pressures in the Danish tests), lockup decelerations (central

columns B in figure 8) are not significantly greater in

Denmark.

Considering all three Weight Categories together, the

average DLU was significantly greater for the 54 Swedish

rigs with lockup than for the 31 Danish ones. The DLU

means were 4.61 m/s? in Sweden and 4.24 m/s? in Denmark.

The DLU standard errors were 0.15 and 0.14 m/s? respec-

tively. On one hand, the road friction may have been less in

the Danish tests. On the other hand, the smaller testing

pressures in Sweden (about 4.5 bar compared to 6.0 bar in

Denmark) may have hampered both the number of rigs with

lockup and their DLU level.

In a regression analysis, Karlsson & Strandberg (1987)

arrived at a value about 0.7 for the average coefficient of

friction in the Swedish tests. With optimal brake force dis-

tribution, this friction should have allowed nonlocking de-

celerations up to about 7 m/s2. Nevertheless, many Swedish

rigs exhibited lockup below 4.5 m/s?2. This poor braking

efficiency inflicts serious hazards on road users, and should

not be accepted when efficient antilock brakes are available

on the market.
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In Sweden lockup was recorded for 27 of the 31 Light

rigs, for 23 of the 38 in the Medium category, and for 4 of the

32 Heavy rigs. Those numbers are remarkably high in com-

parison with Norway, where no lockups have been re-

corded, in spite of similar testing pressures. When compar-

ing the deceleration levels (in figure 8), however, no

significant Norwegian superiority has been found. There-

fore, the absence of lockups may be interpreted as an effect

of insufficient braking forces also for Norway.

The theoretical advantage of Automatic Load sensing

Brakes (and with upper brake force limits in legislation) has

not been confirmed by these measurements on the road. On

the contrary, the results indicate that the practical malad-

justments of ALB-components (and the upper force limits)

impede the safety improvement, which has become possible

lately through the practical implementation of Antilock

Brake Systems (ABS) and coupling force controllers.

Brake force distribution between motor vehi-

cle and trailer

Method and quantities

In at least one run of the driving tests the brakes were

activated only in the trailer. The testing teams in Finland,

Norway, and Sweden were instructed to reproduce the same

control pressure as in the tests with all brakes applied by the

driver 's foot (*Rig Braking'*'). This procedure for the Trailer

Braking"' tests intended to minimize the polation errors

when computing the brake force distribution between motor

vehicle and trailer.
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Simple Newtonian mechanics is used in the computation.

The trailer brake force is solved as the *actual gross weight

of the whole vehicle combination" multiplied with *meas-

ured rig deceleration during Trailer Braking".

Table 5. Mean values and confidence limits of the relative De-
celeration of the Trailer (DT), that is the Deceleration of the
Separated Trailer (DST) divided by the Deceleration of the Sep-
arated Motor vehicle (DSM). DT = DST/DSM. Based on driving
test data inter- or extrapolated to the pressure of the first (often
the only) Trailer Braking test in Finland, Norway, and Sweden,
but from the second TB test in Denmark.

Press- DSM No. DT (relative Deceler. of Trailer)
 

  

 

 

 

   

 

NATION sure mean, of Mean value and Confidence Limits
Rig type (bar) (m/s")rigs Lower Mean Upper

DENMARK
Truck+Cart 3.1 2 . 0 16 1.12 1 . 40 1.68
" +Full tr. 3.1 2 . 2 22 0.92 1.14 1.36
Tract.+Semi 3.0 2 . 4 40 1.03 1.34 1.65
DK Total 3.1 2.3 78 1.12 1.30 1.48
FINLAND
Truck+Full tr. 3.2 67 0.84 1.01 1.18
Tractor+Semitr. 3.0 25 0.86 1.09 1.32
SF Total 3.2 92 0.89 1.03 1.16
NORWAY
Truck+Full tr. 3.6 60 0.54 0.77 1.01
Tractor+Semitr. 3.7 20 0 . 42 0.81 1.20
N Total 3.6 84 0 . 60 0.80 0.99
SWEDEN
Truck+Full tr. £,.4 74 0.76 0.87 0.98
Tractor+Semitr. 5.3 22 0 . 46 0.61 0.76
S Total 5.2 98 0.71 0.80 0.89
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Figure 10. Computed Deceleration (m/s?) of Separated Trailer,

DST, plotted versus that of the Motor vehicle, DSM. Data from

driving tests inter- or extrapolated to the pressure of the first

Trailer Braking test. Symbols refer to the Weight Category of

the whole rig. (a) 78 Danish rigs; (b) 92 Finnish rigs.
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The total brake force from the whole rig is solved in the

same way from the Rig Braking tests. After polation of the

rig force to the control pressure of the first (second in Den-

mark) Trailer Braking test, the motor vehicle brake force is

determined by subtraction.

The fictious Deceleration of the Separated Trailer (DST)

is assessed by division of the trailer brake force with its

gross weight. Even if the truck or tractor could have been

driven and tested separately in practice, the Deceleration of

the Separated Motor vehicle (DSM) was assessed in the

same way from the motor vehicle brake force, calculated as

above. Hence, both the DST and the DSM for a specific rig

refer to the same control pressure, but the pressure varies

between different rigs.

Wheel lockups were frequent in these 'Trailer Braking

tests (figure 9) as well as in the 'Rig Brakings' (figure 5).

Since the dynamic load distribution is different in the two

kinds of tests, lockups (and force saturation) may have

occured at different wheels. This should be kept in mind

when interpreting the results.

Results on braking balance

The great variance between rigs in Braking Balance is

demonstrated in figure 10 and figure 11, where deceleration

of the trailer (DST) is plotted versus that of the motor
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DST, plotted versus that of the Motor vehicle, DSM. Data from

driving tests inter- or extrapolated to the pressure of the first

Trailer Braking test. Symbols refer to the Weight Category of

the whole rig. (a) 84 Norwegian rigs; (b) 98 Swedish rigs.
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Table 6. Mean value and its standard deviation (std. error) of
Braking Balance and of the control gladhand pressure, re-
corded in the four first driving tests with only trailer brakes
applied. Braking Balance expressed as the relative Decelera-
tion of the Trailer (DT), which is equivalent to the Deceleration
of the Separated Trailer (DST) divided by that of the Motor vehi-
cle (DSM).

DT = DST / DSM
Based on driving tests with Danish rigs only Linear polation of DT-data to the control pressure,

which was recorded in the actual Trailer Braking test no
 
Rig type: Tractor + Semitrailer Truck + Cart Truck + Full Trailer
Trailer Braking
test no.: 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

No. of tests 40 40 37 30 16 16 16 16 33 * 31 22 21

Pressure (bar)
mean value 1.46 301 4.82 6.61 1.49 3.06 4.81 652 1.82 3.14 4.64 6.53
std. error 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.11 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.10 025 0.12 0.19 0 11

DT
mean value 3.25 134 0.85 0.64 2.74 1.40 1.11 0.87 2.16 1.14 1.23 073
std. error 0.73 015 0.07 006 062 0.13 013 010 0.42 010 0.30 0.05

      

vehicle (DSM). In table 5 the Braking Balance for different

trailer types has been quantified as the relative Deceleration

of the Trailer (DT = DST/DSM). If the DT is smaller than

unity, the trailer is said to be underbraked and vice versa.

Even if the lower confidence limit in table 5 may seem far

from zero (i.e. no trailer deceleration), it is obvious from

figure 10 and figure 11 that several trailers exhibited very

poor deceleration performance.

A significant difference (no confidence interval overlap)

in Braking Balance between trailer types appeared only in

Sweden, where the semitrailers were more underbraked

than the full trailers. Since the other countries had the oppo-

site tendency, it seems reasonable to explain the pro-

nounced underbraking of the Swedish semitrailers by their

greater share (about 50%) ofALB axles compared to the full

trailers" (6% in table 1). At these great decelerations (aver-

age value 5.3 m/s? in table 5) it is probably appropriate to

have the tractor overbraked, because the dynamic load

transfer is considerable from the semitrailer.

The distinct differences in Braking Balance between the

totals of Denmark, Finland, and Norway (table 5) were

found to correlate with similar differences in mean de-

celeration and control pressure. It has also been pointed out

by Radlinski & Flick (1986) that Braking Balance may

change rapidly with pressure. Therefore, the dependency on

control pressure was investigated with data from Denmark,

where four Trailer Braking tests had been recorded for most

rigs. See table 6, confirming a negative correlation between

control pressure and trailer overbraking.

Discussion on braking balance between motor

vehicle and trailer

This correlation may partly be due to the Cracking Valves

common at the front axle of Motor Vehicles. Radlinski

(1987b) describes Cracking Valves as **front axle automatic

limiting valves (ALV's) which reduce front braking sub-

stantially when control line pressures are low ". Also con-

tributing is the control pressure advancing devices at the

coupling point (a valve upstreams the gladhand) in many

motor vehicles. Such a control pressure enhancement to the

trailer affects the brake forces more at low gladhand pres-
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sures (close to the threshold for braking, PTB) than at high

levels (close to the maximum feed line pressure).

The exhibited overbraking of full trailers at small pres-

sures will probably deteriorate the braking stability of the

whole rig on slippery roads, since the small yaw moment of

inertia makes the trailer dolly most susceptible to rapid yaw

upon lockup. The tractor's comparatively small moment of

inertia may lead to the conclusion that overbraking of a

semitrailer is favourable on slippery roads. However, the

greatest Adhesion Utilization may still appear at the rear

axles of the tractor, due to the Cracking Valves and due to its

rear brake overdimensions (for dynamic load transfer at

greater pressures). If so, many rigs are likely to jackknife on

slippery roads, whether it is a tractor or a dolly that spins.

It should be pointed out again that the control pressure

was measured at the gladhand. From there, the brake cham-

ber pressures may deviate substantially (and differently in

different parts of the rig) due to various valves and pneuma-

tic components. In addition, control pressure is only one of

several variables determining the Adhesion Utilization and

lockup tendency at individual wheels and axles. Therefore,

conclusions on the Braking Balance evaluated here must be

drawn with caution.

Dynamometer tests

Adhesion utilization

Except of Sweden, the brake force from each wheel in the

rigs was measured by dynamometer at a few gladhand

reference pressures. The Adhesion Utilization was
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Figure 12. Adhesion Utilization plotted versus control pres-
sure at gladhand. Front axle of Danish vehicles in the three rig
Weight Categories: a) 98 Motor vehicles; b) 90 Trailers.



computed by dividing the measured brake force with the

weight from the same wheels. Front axle examples are

shown in figure 12 (Denmark), figure 13 (Finland), and

figure 14 (Norway).
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Figure 13. Adhesion Utilization plotted versus control pres-
sure at %Iadhand. Front axle of Finnish vehicles in the three rig
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Figure 14. Adhesion Utilization plotted versus control pres-

sure at gladhand. Front axle of Norwegian vehicles in the three

rig Weight Categories: a) 97 Motor vehicles; b) 84 Trailers.

It has been suggested to verify the dynamometer values

on Adhesion Utilization at individual wheels by

comparisons with lockups in driving tests. Suitable for this

purpose, Denmark and Sweden had a considerable number

of lockup observations in their driving tests. However, only

the Swedish driving test protocols distinguished the lockup

observations between individual wheels. So, Danish data

lack resolution on driving test lockups and Swedish force

data are impossible to distinguish between wheels, since no

dynamometer tests were carried out.

Such problems prevented a straightforward assessment

of the validity of dynamometer based brake force

distribution. Therefore, it was decided to postpone

evaluations of the braking efficiency. However, Karlsson &

Strandberg (1987) arrived at physically reasonable results

when estimating brake forces from the maximum

permissible weight of the wheel in question. (The

coefficient of friction and other constants were assessed by

regression analysis of the Swedish driving tests.)

Correlation with driving tests

Definition of quantities on dynamometer test

validity

The correlation between dynamometer and Driving Test

data was evaluated as follows

The recorded dynamometer forces were polated to 3.0 bar

Table 7. Statistics on the rig deceleration relationship between

driving and dynamometer tests polated to 3.0 bar. Dynamome-

ter conversion Factor is equal to the driving test deceleration

divided by the deceleration assessed from summation of dyna-

mometer forces over all wheels.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dynam.conv.Factor, DF Prediction

NATION No.of -Corr -R-square Mean __Std. limits (95%)

Rig type/Weighi Cat.  rigs coeff value error lower upper

DENMARK

Semitrailer 54 0.901 81% 0.812 0.020

Full trailer 29 0.808 65% 0.822 0.020

Cart 17 0.842 71% 0.763 0.020

All types 100 0.880 - 0.810 0.014 0.530 1.090

Heavy 64 - - 0.793 0.020

Medium 24 - - 0.837 0.020

Light 12 - - 0.818 0.040

FINLAND

Semitrailer 27 0.892 80% 0.744 0.020

Full trailer 72 0.934 87% 0.736 0.015

Cart - x a - -

All types 99 0.920 - 0.738 0.012 0.500 0.980

Heavy 37 - - 0.662 0.016

Medium 23 - - 0.763 0.020

Light 39 - - 0.797 0.020

NORWAY

Semitrailer 24 0.629 40% 0.623 0.040

Full trailer 56 0.358 13% 0.656 0.030

Cart 7 0.576 33% 0.626 0.070

All types 87 0.484 - 0.644 0.020 0.220 1.070

Heavy 60 - - 0.624 0.030

Medium 25 - - 0.691 0.040

Light 2 - - 0.651 0.060
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reference pressure and added from all (non-lifted) wheels of

the rig. The force sum was divided by the actual gross

weight of the whole rig. This ratio was considered a predic-

tion of the rig deceleration at 3.0 bar.

The recorded Driving Test deceleration was also polated

to 3.0 bar. (Linear inter- or extrapolation from least and

greatest Driving Test pressure, except for Denmark, where

only the first three test pressures have been considered). The

contribution from aerodynamic drag to the deceleration was

not considered, since it was estimated to be negligible (at

the actual measurement speeds, © 50 km/h) in comparison to

other errors and sources of variance.

Correlation results

Both in table 7 and in the plots, the correlation of the

Norwegian sample (figure 17) appears weaker than those of

the Danish (figure 15) and Finnish (figure 16) samples. The

small Norwegian correlation seems to be particularly pro-

nounced for full trailer rigs. It may be due to the compara-

tively small variation of Weight Ratios (figure 1) and de-

celeration levels (figure 4, figure 17).

The regression line and its confidence interval represent

an estimate of the functional relationship for the average rig
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Figure 15. Deceleration polated to 3.0 control pressure from

driving test recordings and from dynamometer test summa-

tions plotted versus each other. Data from 100 Danish rigs.

Regression line (inclination 0.79) with 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 16. Deceleration polated to 3.0 control pressure from

driving test recordings and from dynamometer test summa-

tions plotted versus each other. Data from 99 Finnish rigs. Re-

gression line (inclination 0.81) with 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 17. Deceleration polated to 3.0 control pressure from

driving test recordings and from dynamometer test summa-

tions plotted versus each other. Data from 87 Norwegian rigs.

Regression line (inclination 0.26) with 95% confidence interval.

in the population. However, the uncertainty (statistical er-

ror) is substantially greater when dynamometer meas-

urements on one individual rig are used for prediction of the

road deceleration capability of that particular rig, such as

often done in vehicle inspections. To simplify such predic-

tions, a Dynamometer conversion Factor (DF) was deter-

mined from the same data for each rig in the samples.

The Dynamometer conversion Factor (DF) is equal to

'the rig deceleration at 3.0 bar according to the driving tests'

divided by 'the rig deceleration at 3.0 bar according to the

dynamometer tests'.

Statistics on the conversion factor DF from the samples in

this study (table 7) include prediction interval limits (being

much more distant from the mean value than the confidence

limits are from the regression line). The prediction limits

show where the true value of an individual rig from the same

population is expected to be with 95% probability.

Danish data result in a DF average of about 0.8. The road

deceleration would be between 0.53 and 1.09 times the

dynamometer prediction for 95% of the tested rigs. The

mean DF of Finland became slightly less (about 0.7) but the

prediction interval is of similar magnitude (0.50-0.98).

Norwegian data exhibit greater uncertainty (prediction in-

terval 0.22-1.07) even if the conversion factor was similar

(average DF about 0.6).

Table 7 also shows that the DF standard errors are much

less than the differences between countries in DF mean

values. Therefore, the international differences may be con-

sidered statistically significant-provided that the DF dis-

tributions are (at least approximately) Normal.

No consistent DF difference between rig (trailer) types

has been discovered. However, the conversion factor (DF)

is smallest for the Heavy Weight Category in all countries.

The DF mean value of the Light rigs deviate significantly

from that of the Heavy ones in Finland (where the numbers

of Light and Heavy rigs were most similar).

Discussion on correlation with driving tests

The computed values from these dynamometer tests seem

to overestimate the deceleration capability, particularly for



heavily loaded rigs. This may have been expected, since

their great mass stresses the difference in energy dissipation

between low speed (about 2 km/h) dynamometers and brak-

ing from 50 km/h. It is therefore not advisable to consider

the dynamometer brake force values independent of axle

loads.

The fact that braking power demand increases with speed

may also explain the decline in deceleration with higher test

speeds observed by Hillblom (1987). Hence, it seems rea-

sonable to expect the dynamometer overestimate of the road

deceleration to be most pronounced for fully laden vehicles

at high speed.

Influence on brake force from ALB adjust-

ment and push rod stroke

Mathematical model

The brake force at the wheel periphery depends on a

number of geometric design parameters, such as wheel ra-

dius, brake drum diameter, slack adjuster length, brake

chamber size, etc. These parameters were measured on the

vehicles in the samples and were used for computation of

brake forces according to a *Geometric Model" given by

representatives from the Nordic authorities for vehicle in-

spection. Only drum brakes of the S-cam type have been

considered.

This Geometric Model was used to predict the Driving

Test deceleration in a preliminary evaluation of Swedish

data by Karlsson & Strandberg (1987). However, the cor-

relation with Driving Test data was not generally greater

with the Geometric Model than if brake forces were pre-

dicted only with maximum weights, according to the

"Weight Model" described below. Therefore, the simple

Weight Model has been used to evaluate the effects on

Dynamometer brake force (Fp) from ALB adjustment and

Push Rod Stroke.

Our Weight Model is based on the following assumption.

The mechanical parts of a wheel brake (from the joint be-

tween push rod and slack adjuster to the wheel periphery)

and the brake chamber (diaphragm) diameter have been

configured to obtain a brake force directly proportional to

the maximum permissible load carried by that wheel. The

maximum weight designation is either my in mass- OrQ in

force-dimension. Hence, my = Q4/2.-

The deceleration constant ofproportionality (k)) will be

evaluated from recorded data. On the basis of vehicle regu-

lations, the product between deceleration constant and max-

imum weight is expected to yield forces corresponding to a

vehicle deceleration of about 0.25 g (2.45 m/s?) at 3.0 bar

control pressure. See Nordstrom (1983).

If the brake mechanism is poorly adjusted and not

adapted to the actual wear of the brake linings, the Push Rod

Stroke may be excessive, causing the force from the brake

chamber diaphragm to be reduced. This brake force reduc-

tion is a nonlinear function of Push Rod Stroke, but may be

considered a constant for a given stroke and a specific brake

chamber. The value of the Push Rod Stroke constant (k£)

0.5 -

                    

0.25 0.35 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.95 i.05 Cs

Figure 18. Mean values of the Push Rod Stroke function f;, for
different intervals of Relative Stroke Length, c;. Number under
each column designates centre of c,; interval. Each column
represents at least 50 wheels. All wheels with satisfactory data
in the samples from Denmark, Finland and Norway. Dashed line
illustrates a typical function for determination of the Push Rod
Stroke constant (k;).

was determined from the recorded stroke and from dia-

grams (cf dashed line in figure 18) provided by the vehicle

inspection representatives.

The quantities mentioned above and the ALB-factor

(karp) as defined before equation (1) could now be used to

predict the brake force (Fpred) from one wheel (at 3.0 bar).

(2) FEorea = Ko * Kaus * Ks * Mp

However, the aim here was to evaluate the statistical

relationship and the influence on the brake force from the

stroke constant (k;) and from the ALB-factor (kap).

Therefore, multiple regression was used (e.g. Draper &

Smith, 1981) to fit the mathematical model to recorded data

on ks, ka;p, and on the Dynamometer force (F,). Since the

force prediction in equation (2) is based on multiplying, it

was necessary to transform the right-hand expression by

taking logarithms after having introduced the regression

coefficients (B;) as exponents:

(3) FD s kO s kALBBI s kSBZ © My

Dividing by m,, and taking logarithms gave the regres-

sion equation in standard form:

(4) log (Fp/my) = Bo + B; log kapp + B; log ks

where log k has been substituted with the regression coeffi-

cient By. Hence, k, can be assessed a value from recorded

data, and the mathemathical model may be judged by com-

paring such an assessment to the assumption above on 0.25

g deceleration.

A straightforward interpretation of the computed values

of the regression coefficients B;, requires recorded data on

the 'independent variables' (X; = log ka;p, X, = log k,) to

be statistically independent. Therefore, only one mutual
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value per vehicle and variable could be considered in the

analysis, since several wheel brakes were controlled by the

same ALB-device in many vehicles. However, to keep up

resolution and connection to vehicle yaw stability, one sep-

arate analysis was carried out for each vehicle end (except

of semitrailer and cart fronts, where axles are missing).

The mutual end-specific value of the *dependent vari-

able" (y = log Fp/my;) was determined by simple summation

of wheel brake forces (Fp) and maximum weights (my).

Before determining the two independent variables by taking

logarithms, the ALB-factor (k,;g) and the Push Rod Stroke

constant (k;) for all wheels in a vehicle end was assessed

according to equation (504).

 (5) - $i [kwheeh " mM,whee1i]
end ""

$; [mM,wheeli]

where $; [ . . . ] denotes summation over all wheels (index

i) of the vehicle end. The masses my may be substituted by

the corresponding forces Qy, such as in equation (501).

Results and interpretations on brake system

adjustments

Analysis as described above was applied to the vehicle

end with the greatest number of ALB-controlled axles, that

is Truck Rear end according to table 1. The standard pro-

cedure REG in the computer program package from SAS

(1985) gave the output in table 8 for the three dynamometer

countries (DK, SF, N) together. However, reservations must

be made for the distribution skewness of both the ALB-

factor (ka;s) and the stroke constant (k,), having many

values equal to unity (1.0). These anomalies have been

ignored in the following interpretations of table 8.

The ALB-factor (VARIABLE ALB in table 8) seem to

contribute to the model on a safe significance level (PROB =

0.0001 in the last column) compared to our usual level

(0.05). Its regression coefficient (B;) is close to unity (ALB

= 1.04 in the PARAMETER ESTIMATE column), which

supports the ALB-related assumptions behind equation

(503).

It will be shown below that also the intercept estimate

(INTERCEP = 0.444) supports the basic assumptions. This

Table 8. Results from regression analysis according to equa-
tions (2)-(5) applied to truck rear ends with load sensing de-
vices (ALB) in Denmark, Finland, and Norway. REG standard
procedure, in computer program package from SAS (1985).
DEP VARIABLE: Y
ENALYSIS OF VARIANCE

sUM OF MEAN
SOURCE DF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F

MODEL 2 1.02488202 0. 51244101 35.286 0.0001
ERROR 115 1.77044437 0 .01539517
C TOTAL 117 2.798532639

ROOT MSE 0 .1240773 R-SQUARE 0.3666
DEP MEAN Q ,3736636 ADJ R-SQ 0.,3556
Q.V. 33 2056

PARAMETER ESTIMATES
T FOR HO:

PARAMETER=0
PARAMETER STANDARD
ESTIMATE ERROR PROB > TVARTABLE DF

0 .01485705 29 ,889 0 ,0001
0 . 12866717 8.110 0 .0001
0.2 6311184 1.715 0 .0890

0 . 44 406850
1.04346686
0.45133111

INTERCEP 1
ALB 1
SL 1
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intercept corresponds to the regression coefficient By, in

equation (513). Hence, one can obtain an assessment of the

deceleration constant kp in equation (503). Since input data

were given in metric units and 10-logarithms were used, the

B, assessment should be interpreted accordingly:

(6) k, = 109444 m/s? = 2.78 m/s? = 0.28 g

This value is close to the expected deceleration (about

0.25 g) at 3.0 bar control pressure. Consequently, the gener-

al magnitude of brake forces at the rear end of trucks seems

to satisfy the requirements in vehicle regulations. However,

the deceleration constant assessment does not account for

force reductions due to maladjusted ALB-devices, due to

excessive Push Rod Stroke, or due to dynamometer over-

estimates (see figure 15, figure 16, figure 17).

The analysis did not confirm that the Push Rod Stroke

constant k, (VARIABLE SL in table 8) gave any significant

contribution to the model (PROB = 0.09). Therefore, the

influence from push rod stroke has been further studied as

presented below.

Functional relationship between brake force

and push rod stroke

Evaluation method

The regression analysis indicated unsatisfactory validity

of the Push Rod Stroke constant (k4) and gave reasons to

question the diagrams and functions for its determination.

To find a better model, the constant k& in equation (2) was

exchanged to an unknown function (f;) of the Push Rod

Stroke. The value of this 'Stroke Function', f, was deter-

mined accordingly from the recorded dynamometer force

(F;,), the deceleration constant (k,), the ALB-factor (Kajp),

and the maximum weight (my):

(7) f5 = Fiy/(Kp : Kars : Mp)

The deceleration constant was considered to be the same

for all wheels, and was assessed to 0.25 g, since the value of

the brake force (Fj,) had been polated to 3.0 bar. The ALB-

factor was taken from recorded data or was assessed to unity

(1.0), if the wheel brake in question was unaffected by load

sensing devices. Wheels with manual pressure limiters

(MLB-devices) cutting below 3.0 bar were assigned an

ALB-factor, which gave the same theoretical force at 3.0

bar.

The Stroke Function average and its standard deviation

(MEAN and STDERR in table 9) were computed according

to equation (7) for some intervals of the Relative Stroke

length (c5), that is recorded Push Rod Stroke (s) divided by

the maximum allowed stroke (§m,,):

(8) C5 = S/Smax

Since each wheel has its own brake chamber, the stroke

values were considered statistically independent. There-



Table 9. Statistics on the push rod Stroke Function: f; in equation (7); for different intervals of the relative Stroke length: S1=C; in (8).
All wheel brakes with sufficient data in Denmark, Finland and Norway divided into rig Weight Categories and trailer types.
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fore, the number of observations (N in table 9) equals the

number of wheels with sufficient data for this evaluation.

For instance, no Swedish data is included, due to their lack

of dynamometer force recordings.

Results and conclusions on push rod stroke

The results revealed very distinct and significant force

reductions, as expected for greater Relative Strokes (c; >

3/4), but also unexpectedly for shorter strokes (c4 < 1/3).

See figure 18 and table 9. The reduction at short Relative

Strokes may be related to lack of lubrication or to other

insufficiences, themselves causing shorter push rod strokes.

Whatever the explanation may be in the individual case,

these results give occasion to greater attention when short

(as well as long) push rod strokes are observed during

inspection.

Summary and Concluding Remarks

Though preliminary, some conclusions from this study

will be reviewed below.

Representative estimates of heavy vehicle braking

characteristics require careful planning of the sampling

procedure. The substantial rig weight differences between

countries, which were observed (figure 1), seem related to

different possibilities for the drivers to become aware of the

testing activities and to avoid them. Unfortunately, it cannot

be ruled out that the same source of bias (particularly in the

Finnish and Swedish samples) has resulted in

underrepresentation of rigs with inferior brakes and other

technical deficiencies.

Without a high degree of standardization in measurement

procedures, reliability and comparability may be

unsatisfactory. For instance, deviations in control pressure

selection principles between Denmark and Finland (figure

3) confused certain comparisons, while the similarities

between Norway and Sweden (figure 4) permitted further

interpretations.

 

Results may become invalid and unreliable, if excessive

extrapolation of measurement data is attempted. This is

illustrated in Figure 8 by an unreasonably high level of the

deceleration at 6 bar for non-locking Light rigs in the

Finnish sample (left column in category SF Light). It may be

explained by the small mean of the greatest testing pressure

for Light rigs in Finland, which was significantly less than

that of the Medium and Heavy rigs, even if only non-locking

rigs were considered.

Though it may have been caused by sampling bias, a

considerable (20%) difference in deceleration capability

was observed between lightly and heavily loaded vehicles

without load sensing devices. At 3.0 bar control pressure,

the vehicles in the Heavy Weight Category exhibited

significantly greater Deceleration at Maximum Weight

(DMW) than the ones in the Light category.

Severe maladjustments in the load sensing valves

(Automatic Load sensing Brakes, ALB) appear in table 2

and figure 2. Therefore, one should expect the practical

advantages of ALB to be less than the theoretical ones. In

fact, the deceleration capabilities in table 4 and figure 8 (in

the light of table 1 and its brake equipment differences

between countries) give very little support to ALB-devices

and to open loop systems with various inter- and

counteracting valves.

Perhaps ALB should be abandoned in air brake systems,

when reliable and efficient (closed loop) Antilock Brake

Systems, ABS, are comercially available. Such provisions

are made in the E.C.E. Regulation no.13, annex 10 and 13.

Otherwise, vehicle industry representatives would consider

the upper brake force limits in the ECE-corridors (for

vehicles without ABS) a serious obstacle for modern brake

design. With ABS it is possible to install sufficient brake

power 'at the wheels' to avoid inferior deceleration in

normally used vehicles. It has been noticed that retrofit

antilock systems were proven acceptable already in 1981 as

reported by Jones (1984) referring to Transport Engineer,

November 1981.
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Even if antilock systems (ABS) are more common today

(1989), no ABS equipment was observed in these Nordic

vehicle samples taken in the years of 1986 and 1987.

A pronounced correlation has been observed between

control pressure and trailer underbraking, see table 6. At

low pressure levels, sufficient for lockup on slippery roads,

the trailer appears overbraked compared to the motor

vehicle. This may result in dolly jack-knifing motions and

trailer swing. Even if the average Braking Balance values in

table 5 are close to unity, it is obvious from figure 10 and

figure 11 that several trailers exhibited very poor

deceleration performance.

The validity and accuracy of brake inspection by

dynamometer is demonstrated in table 7, figure 15

(Denmark), figure 16 (Finland), and figure 17 (Norway).

The correlation coefficient is comparatively great for the

Danish (0.88) and the Finnish (0.92) samples, and the

confidence intervals are quite narrow. However, the

uncertainty (statistical error) is substantially greater when

dynamometer measurements on one individual rig are used

for prediction of the road deceleration capability of that

particular rig, such as it is often done in vehicle inspections.

See the prediction limits in the right hand column of table 7.

Excessive push rod stroke reduced significantly the

dynamometer brake force, as expected. However, a similar

effect was observed for the shortest stroke intervals, as well.

See table 9 and figure 18. Whatever the explanation may be

in the individual case, these results give occasion to greater

attention when short (as well as long) push rod strokes are

observed during inspection.
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